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Liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) in cellular physiology and tumor biology
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Abstract: Liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) has emerged as a mechanism that has been used to explain the formation of known organelles (e.g. nucleoli, promyelocytic leukemia nuclear bodies (PML NBs), etc) as well as other membraneless condensates (e.g. nucleosome arrays, DNA damage foci, X-chromosome inactivation (XCI) center, paraspeckles, stress granules, proteasomes, autophagosomes, etc). The formation of membraneless condensates could be triggered by proteins containing modular domains or intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) and nucleic acids. Multiple biological processes including transcription, chromatin organization, X-chromosome inactivation (XCI), DNA damage, tumorigenesis, autophagy, etc have been shown to utilize the principle of LLPS to facilitate these processes. This review will summarize the principle and components of LLPS, and describe how LLPS regulate these numerous biological processes and disruption of LLPS would cause disease formation. The role of LLPS in regulating normal cellular physiology and contributing to tumorigenesis will be discussed.
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Introduction

Inside eukaryotic cells, many “membraneless” structures (e.g. nucleoli, Promyelocytic leukemia nuclear bodies (PML NBs), P bodies in C. elegans, etc) exist and perform critical functions [1, 2]. Recently, these membraneless structures are shown to be formed through the principle of “liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS)” and they are renamed “membraneless condensates” or “biological condensates” [1-3]. Many important biological processes, including transcription, chromatin organization, X-chromosome inactivation (XCI), DNA damage response (DDR), tumorigenesis, autophagy, etc have been shown to utilize LLPS to generate the relevant membraneless condensates and achieve their specific functions [1-4]. However, the field of LLPS-mediated regulation of various biological processes is still in the primitive stage and the detailed molecular mechanisms and biological outcomes still require further intensive investigations.

In this review, the cell biological entities that constitute these membraneless condensates and the biophysical principles that generate these membraneless condensates inside cells will be discussed. In addition, the molecules that have been shown to trigger and regulate LLPS to facilitate the formation of membraneless condensates are described. Different biological processes, including chromatin organization and transcription, DNA damage repair, X-inactivation, protein turnover/degradation, ribonucleoprotein (RNP) particle formation, autophagy, tumorigenesis, synaptic vesicle active zone formation, etc will be discussed in the context of LLPS. The goal of the review will be to provide a concise and updated review of the field of LLPS since more detailed reviews have been published [1-3]. This review will try to present new perspectives so therapeutic approaches can be taken through further understanding of “membraneless condensates” and their role in crucial biological processes.
Cell biological entities as membraneless condensates

In contrast to the classical organelles such as endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus that contain membranes surrounding their structure that can be easily discerned from a two-dimensional (2D) view, there are cellular compartments that are not contained by membranes [1-3]. These cellular compartments include nucleoli, P granules (C. elegans), Cajal bodies, nucleosome arrays, PML NBs, DNA damage foci, X-chromosome inactivation (XCI) compartment, paraspeckles, ribonucleoprotein (RNP) particles, stress granules, proteasomes, autophagosomes, synaptic vesicle active zones, etc [1-3]. These condensates assist the spatiotemporal control of many biological functions. For example, these condensates assemble proteins and/or nucleic acids via multivalent interactions to activate biochemical reactions [5] or to sequester biomolecules [6] via the increase of protein or RNA concentration. These condensates can also act as a sensor to respond to stresses, such as heat exposure or change of pH, as a survival strategy [7, 8]. The questions become how these biomolecules can be held together inside the specific membraneless condensates so they can perform their specific functions.

Biophysical principles of liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) and critical components in inducing LLPS

From the examples of P granules in C. elegans, liquid-like properties similar to the behaviors of P granules have been shown in nucleoli, PML NBs, DNA repair foci, and stress granules [1, 2]. From these studies, liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) is shown to be the biophysical principle governing the formation of membraneless condensates [1-3]. A single liquid phase can become two compositionally distinct liquid phases through LLPS, just like the “demixing” of oil and water as a classical example [1-3]. However, when condensates are observed in the cell-based studies, many aspects should be considered. It is common that the condensation in the cell milieu is aggregation as the proteins are overexpressed in this type of experiments. In this situation, the condensates will not have liquid-like properties. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) technique is a standard approach to demonstrate the liquid-like property of the condensates in a cell from a three-dimensional (3D) perspective [9]. When the target protein fused with a fluorescence label (e.g. GFP) condenses in live cells, the laser-bleached condensates will recover their fluorescence if the components inside the membraneless condensates can exchange with the surrounding medium in rapid time scales [9]. Furthermore, fusion and fission events among the condensates should be observed in the dynamic liquid-like condensates instead of aggregation [1-3]. Moreover, the biological relevance is the most critical aspect in interpreting the biomolecular condensates. Artificially, protein can condense at certain conditions as noticed in the field of crystallography for many years [10]. The biomolecular condensates observed in the cell might also be an artefact and thus one should carefully interpret whether the condensates have a functional relevance.

Membraneless condensates usually contain multivalent molecules that allow for intra- and inter-molecular interactions [11]. Heterotypic, multivalent interactions between proteins and/or nucleic acids are the basic biochemical principle of LLPS [12, 13]. For LLPS to control and regulate the formation of membraneless condensates, there are many critical players involved. Proteins with modular domains (e.g. between SH3 domain and proline rich motifs (PRMs)) can interact and phase separate to form liquid droplets (Figure 1A) [11, 14]. Valency (the number of interacting modules) and affinity determine the ability to control phase separation [15, 16]. In contrast, proteins with intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) but still contain repeat sequences can also exhibit multivalent intermolecular interactions (Figure 1B) [12, 17]. However, charged amino acids and aromatic amino acids are observed to be important for interactions between these IDRs [18]. IDRs can also go through homotypic or heterotypic interactions. Nucleic acids, especially RNAs, are shown to promote LLPS stimulated by interactions between IDRs and can exist in these membraneless condensates [1-3, 19]. In these cases, RNA recognition motifs (RRMs) exist in these proteins in addition to the IDRs [1-3, 19]. However, RNA itself can also promote LLPS, as shown in the trinucleotide RNA repeats in neurodegenerative diseases [20].
Finally, multiple functional roles of formation of these membraneless condensates include: 1) serving as reaction center to accelerate reaction kinetics, 2) regulating the specificity of biomolecular reactions, 3) sequestering “unfavored” molecules, 4) buffering biomolecule concentrations, and 5) rapid switching of biomolecular functions [1-3].

From the description of the above principles, this review will describe LLPS-induced organelles or genome organization in eukaryotic cells from three different aspects: 1) chromatin organization and gene transcription; 2) RNA or DNA-induced phase-separated condensates; 3) stress-induced or neural activity-induced organelles or condensates. We hope that categorization of membraneless condensates under this framework will help to better understand the principles of LLPS used by eukaryotic cells to carry out different physiological functions. In contrast, misregulation of LLPS has been shown to induce pathological consequences, including the tumorigenesis process [21]. The relationship between misregulated LLPS and tumorigenesis will be further discussed in later sections.

**Nucleoli**

Nucleoli are the first membraneless condensates observed, in contrast to the membrane-bound structures such as endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus [22]. Nucleoli are responsible for ribosome biogenesis and are where ribonucleoprotein particle assembly occurs [23]. It has been recently proposed that the formation of nucleoli undergoes LLPS and nucleoli represent a classical example of multilayered membraneless condensates [24].

**Chromatin organization and transcription**

LLPS has recently been shown to play a crucial role in chromatin organization and gene transcription [25-28]. In vitro reconstitution of chromatin undergoes histone tail-driven LLPS that can produce dense liquid droplets after injection into nucleus [29]. Acetylation of histone by p300 counteracts chromatin phase separation through dissolving and decreasing droplet for-
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Super-enhancers (SEs) (i.e. clusters of enhancers) represent the assembly of a high-density transcriptional apparatus that drives gene activation [28]. Transcriptional co-activators BRD4 and MED1 are enriched at SEs and form transcriptional condensates that exhibit properties of liquid-droplets [28]. The formation of phase-separated droplets can be mediated by the IDR s of BRD4 and MED1 to concentrate the transcription apparatus [28]. Another report shows that a FET family protein, TAF15, interacts with the c-terminal domain (CTD) of Pol II through its unique charge distribution inside the protein that favors phase separation to enhance localized RNA transcription [31]. All the above results describe the underlying principle of chromatin organization and gene transcription mediated by LLPS. A figure summarizes the results described above is shown (Figure 2).

Inactivation of the Hippo signaling causes transcription factor TAZ to form phase-separated nuclear condensates with DNA-binding co-factor TEAD4, co-activators BRD4 and MED1, and transcription elongation factor CDK9 [32]. In contrast, activation of the Hippo signaling induces the phosphorylation of the coiled-coil (CC) domain in TAZ by LATS to prevent the phase-separation mediated by TAZ (Figure 3A) [32]. Deletion of the CC domain in TAZ also abolishes its phase-separation activity [32]. LLPS represents a mechanism for TAZ-mediated gene expression and its ability to promote tumorigenesis [32].

PML

Promyelocytic leukemia nuclear bodies (PML NBs) are prototypic nuclear membraneless condensates that have been extensively investigated [33]. PML NBs are macromolecular multi-protein complexes. PML NBs exhibit the properties of phase-separated liquid-like drop-
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PML NBs have been shown to have physical contacts with chromatin. PML NBs contain chromatin associated factors such as histones (e.g. H3.3) and histone chaperones (e.g. H3.3 HIRA complex) [33]. PML NBs can be associated with the regulatory regions of active genes [33]. Regulation of transcription factor activity by modification, modulation of the availability of chromatin-associated factors, and establishment of permissive or restrictive chromatin domains are three mechanisms mediated by PML NBs in regulating transcription [33]. PML NBs have been shown to control specific cellular chromatin assembly pathways that regulate senescence and telomere maintenance [33].

Translocation between PML and RAR has been shown to be the event leading to acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) formation [33]. Due to the phase separation behavior induced by PML NBs, it is conceivable that chimeric protein PML-RAR would disrupt the phase-separated behaviors induced by PML (Figure 3B) [33]. Remission of APL induced by retinoic acid treatment would reflect the restoration of the phase-separation properties of PML NBs [33]. Therefore, LLPS that triggers the formation of PML NBs serves as a mechanism that could be disrupted by the PML-RAR chimeric protein, thus explaining the tumorigenesis mechanism of APL [33].

**DNA damage response (DDR)**

DNA damage response (DDR) induces damage-induced IncRNAs (dilncRNAs) that are synthesized by RNA polymerase II (Pol II) at DNA double strand break sites [34]. The synthesis of these dilncRNAs requires a RNA Pol II preinitia-
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Another report shows that IncRNA LINP1 facilitates the formation of non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) complex by competing with PAXX [35]. LINP1 goes through self-triggered phase separation via RNA-RNA interactions and forms filamentous Ku70/Ku80-containing condensates. Structural motifs in LINP1 that bind Ku are identified, which promote Ku multimerization and stabilization of the initial events of NHEJ by substituting PAXX [35]. For human tumors, LINP1 is overexpressed in multiple tumor types and mediates resistance to chemotherapy and ionizing radiation through RNA-dependent DNA repair mechanism (i.e. NHEJ) in tumors [35]. This report demonstrates the role of LINP1-induced LLPS in recruiting multiple Ku-NHEJ assemblies and promoting DNA-end joining in NHEJ in tumor cells [35].

IncRNAs (Xist, NEAT1) in LLPS

X-chromosome inactivation (XCI) is an important biological process to regulate gene silencing in inactivated X chromosome [36]. One of the important players, IncRNA Xist, binds multiple proteins such as PTBP1, MATR3, TDP-43, and CELF1 through its multivalent E-repeat elements followed by self-aggregation and heterogeneous protein-protein interactions to form a condensate in the inactive X (Xi)-compartment. Formation of the condensate is required for gene silencing and for anchoring Xist [37]. These E-repeat binding proteins, but not Xist, are essential for transition into Xist-independent XCI [37]. This result provides a novel mechanism for heritable gene silencing [37].

Another IncRNA, NEAT1, has been shown to serve as an architectural RNA to construct paraspeckles that exhibit the properties of phase-separated condensates [38]. The domains in NEAT1 that construct paraspeckles have been mapped, which shows that the middle domain of NEAT1 containing functionally redundant subdomains are important for paraspeckle assembly [38]. The subdomains in NEAT1 bind NONO/SFPQ and lead to in vitro formation of phase-separated condensates [38]. However, linking of NONO by an artificial method to mutant NEAT1 still triggers paraspeckle formation, indicating that enrichment of NONO dimers initiates the construction of phase-separated paraspeckles [38]. The example of NEAT1-triggered paraspeckle formation provides a good example of IncRNA-induced phase-separated condensates.

DEAD-box ATPases (DDXs) and organelle regulation

RNA-dependent DEAD-box ATPases (DDXs) have been shown to regulate the formation of RNA-containing phase-separated organelles in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes [39]. This process requires that DDXs stay in their ATP-bound form. ATP hydrolysis of the ATP-bound DDXs will result in compartment turnover and initiate the release of RNA into another DDX-containing compartment [39]. Therefore, RNA flux into and out of phase-separated condensates can be regulated by DDXs and change the composition and fate of RNP particles [39].

Stress granules

Eukaryotic cells under stress will form stress granules (SG) by shutting down translation and releasing mRNA molecules from polysomes [40, 41]. Stress granule is a prominent type of RNP granule that responds to stress to form a dynamic and reversible cytoplasmic condensate in eukaryotic cells [40, 41]. Under non-stress condition, the SG protein G3BP1 exists in an auto-inhibited state through intramolecular interactions between its IDRs and the arginine-rich region [40]. Under stress condition, unfolded mRNAs release the auto-inhibited conformation of G3BP1 that results in clustering of G3BP1 through protein-RNA interactions [40]. This process is followed by formation of G3BP1/RNA phase-separated condensates [40]. G3BP1 impedes RNA entanglement and recruits the client proteins to promote stress granule assembly [40]. Stress granules formation through LLPS arises from interactions across a core protein-RNA interaction network [40]. G3BP1 represents a molecular switch that responds to a rise in free RNA concentrations and triggers RNA-dependent LLPS [41]. Three IDRs located in G3BP1 regulate the intrinsic LLPS-forming tendency that can be modulated...
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by phosphorylation inside the IDRs [41]. Extrinsic G3BP1-binding proteins can exert positive or negative regulation of the stress granule network [41]. RNP stress granule assembly also occurs through heterotypic multivalent interactions [40, 41].

The proteasome shuttle protein UBQLN2 contains IDRs and exists inside stress granules. UBQLN2 can induce LLPS that requires its oligomerization [42]. Ubiquitin or polyubiquitin binding eliminates LLPS induced by UBQLN2 [42], reflecting the ability of UBQLN2 to act as shuttle protein and enable shuttling of clients out of stress granules after the interaction of UBQLN2 with ubiquitinated client proteins and reversal of phase separation induced by UBQLN2 [42].

DNA-induced LLPS

One prominent example of DNA-induced phase separation is that cytoplasmic DNA binds to cGAS to produce secondary messenger cGAMP and activates innate immune response [43]. Recent results show that DNA binding to cGAS induces phase-separated condensates where cGAS is activated (Figure 3C) [43]. The N-terminal IDRs of cGAS is identified to enhance phase separation and long DNA as well as Zn ion promotes DNA-induced cGAS phase separation (Figure 3C) [43]. Salt concentration also affects the cGAS enzymatic activity after binding to cytoplasmic DNA to cGAS (Figure 3C) [43].

Proteasome and autophagosomes

Proteasomes can form as nuclear foci that display liquid droplet properties under stress conditions (e.g. hyperosmotic stress) [44]. These foci are membraneless condensates containing ubiquitinated protein, p97 (Valosin-containing protein (VCP)), and numerous proteasome-interacting proteins. Improperly-assembled ribosomal proteins are the major substrates for degradation by proteasome. The substrate-shuttling factor, RAD23B, and ubiquitinated proteins are necessary for proteasome foci formation [44]. Multivalent interactions of two ubiquitin-associated domains (UBA) of RAD23B and K48-linked polyubiquitin (K48Ub) chains are important to trigger LLPS [44]. This result demonstrates the formation of nuclear proteasomes through ubiquitin-chain-mediated phase separation [44].

In another report, the scaffold protein, p62, assembles ubiquitin-tagged misfolded proteins into aggregates followed by engulfment and degradation by autophagosomes [45]. K63-linked polyubiquitination of p62 is required form p62 to form liquid-like droplets [45]. Similarly, polyubiquitin chain-mediated phase separation requires the PB1 domain and UBA domain of p62, leading to the degradation of p62 in autophagosomes [45]. Mutations of p62 discovered in patients with PDB (Padget’s disease of bone) that are located in the UBA domain of p62 affects p62-mediated phase separation [45]. This result links the anomaly of p62-induced phase separation to human disease [45].

Tumor suppressor SPOP (speckle-type POZ protein) gene has been shown to be mutated in multiple tumor types, especially in prostate cancer and breast cancer [46]. SPOP is localized in nuclear speckles and functions as a substrate adaptor of cullin3-Ring ubiquitin ligase (CRL3) [46]. SPOP and DAXX undergo phase separation and colocalize in membraneless condensates, which can be promoted by SPOP oligomerization [46]. SPOP mutations disrupt its phase separation and colocalization with DAXX as well as DAXX ubiquitination (Figure 3D) [46]. This report demonstrates that the tumorigenesis mechanism of SPOP mutations is caused by disruption of substrate-induced phase separation and colocalization of SPOP and DAXX.

Synaptic vesicle active zones

Neural circuits formation during neuronal development requires formation of synapses [47]. Every presynapse contains an active zone structure where ion channels and synaptic vesicles co-exist [47]. During the stage of presynapse development in C. elegans, LLPS is utilized by active zone scaffold proteins SYD-2 and ELKS-1 to form active zone that subsequently mature into a solid structure [47]. Mutant SYD-2 and ELKS-1 proteins show defects in active zone assembly and synapse function [47]. In vitro reconstitution of SYD-2 and ELKS-1 establishes liquid-phase scaffold which is essential for recruiting and incorporating downstream active zone proteins [47].
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LLPS in cancer therapy

Chemotherapy has been used for decades to treat cancer patients with certain degree of efficacy [48]. Recent results show that chemotherapeutic drugs partition selectively into condensates, which influences drug activity [48]. This partitioning behavior occurs through physicochemical properties independent of their molecular targets [48]. Drug resistance can occur through mechanisms that alter drug-partitioning condensates [48]. For example, MED1 condensates on the MYC oncogene are observed in ER+ breast cancer cells and can be enhanced by estrogen, whereas Tamoxifen treatment reduces these MED1 condensates [48]. Alternatively, MED1 overexpression in Tamoxifen-resistant breast cancer cells form larger MED1 condensates that dilute out the concentration of Tamoxifen in these condensates [48]. Knockdown of MED1 causes the shrinkage of the MED1 condensates and elevates the concentration of Tamoxifen inside these condensates (Figure 3E) and restores the chemosensitivity of these breast cancer cells to Tamoxifen [48]. Therefore, drug partitioning into condensates emerges as a novel mechanism that can be used to modulate drug activity.

Conclusions

For this review, we have tried to describe the basic principle of LLPS and summarize recent researches in the field of LLPS. More comprehensive reviews can be found in previous reviews [1-3]. As many cell biological processes have been extensively investigated, LLPS has been demonstrated to play a significant role in regulating and/or modulating these processes. Since the field of LLPS is still in the primitive stage, identifying crucial players involved in this process that may regulate or modulate critical biological processes will be important at this stage.

In addition to the normal physiological processes, disruption of LLPS has been shown to be involved in the tumorigenic mechanisms as described in this review. In contrast, disruption of LLPS-mediated MED1 condensates by knockdown of MED1 restores chemosensitivity of these tumor cells to Tamoxifen by shrinking MED1 condensates (Figure 3E) [48]. A summary of how disruption of LLPS that lead to tumorigenesis is presented (Figure 3A, 3B and 3D). It is foreseeable that many more examples of involvement of LLPS that contribute to tumorigenesis will be demonstrated in the future. Therefore, better understanding of LLPS and discovering the ways to manipulate LLPS

Figure 4. All the biological functions of LLPS-mediated membraneless condensates are summarized, which include transcription/chromatin organization, X-chromosome inactivation (XCI)/paraspeckles formation, DNA damage response (DDR), cytoplasmic DNA sensing, stress granule formation, tumorigenesis, proteasomes/autophagosomes formation, ribonucleoprotein (RNP) formation, and synaptic vesicle active zone formation.

Therefore, LLPS is a crucial principle governing pre-synaptic active zone assembly that is important for subsequent synaptic functions [47].

For this review, we have tried to describe the basic principle of LLPS and summarize recent researches in the field of LLPS.

More comprehensive reviews can be found in previous reviews [1-3]. As many cell biological processes have been extensively investigated, LLPS has been demonstrated to play a significant role in regulating and/or modulating these processes. Since the field of LLPS is still in the primitive stage, identifying crucial players involved in this process that may regulate or modulate critical biological processes will be important at this stage.

In addition to the normal physiological processes, disruption of LLPS has been shown to be involved in the tumorigenic mechanisms as described in this review. In contrast, disruption of LLPS-mediated MED1 condensates by knockdown of MED1 restores chemosensitivity of these tumor cells to Tamoxifen by shrinking MED1 condensates (Figure 3E) [48]. A summary of how disruption of LLPS that lead to tumorigenesis is presented (Figure 3A, 3B and 3D). It is foreseeable that many more examples of involvement of LLPS that contribute to tumorigenesis will be demonstrated in the future. Therefore, better understanding of LLPS and discovering the ways to manipulate LLPS...
will become important issues for researches in tumor biology. It is also important that the principle of LLPS may be mixed with other biological principles to co-regulate crucial cellular biology. A summary of different biological functions of LLPS-mediated membraneless condensates is presented (Figure 4). The interface between LLPS and other biological principles may become important issues for future biomedical researches.
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